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COMPANY ANNOUNCEMENT

18 June 2019

Executive Appointments
JB Hi-Fi Limited is pleased to announce the following Executive appointments and the
integration of key Group support functions.
Cameron Trainor has been re-appointed Managing Director of the JB Hi-Fi business.
Having been Managing Director of the business from October 2016 to August 2018,
Cameron has spent the past 12 months establishing and leading the Group Merchandise
function. Under Cameron’s leadership Group Merchandise has developed Group wide
trade reporting, tracking, and benchmarking protocols across all aspects of merchandise.
Cameron has also implemented a number of improvement programs including a revised
Group Private Label strategy. Group Merchandise remains a key focus for the Group and
the Group Merchandise team will work closely with the Merchandise Directors in each of
the JB Hi-Fi and The Good Guys businesses.
Lynda Blakely has been appointed to the role of Group HR Director with responsibility for
Human Resources across both the JB Hi-Fi and The Good Guys businesses. Since
joining The Good Guys in April 2016, Lynda has supported the business through
significant change. This appointment will facilitate the continued development of aligned
HR policies, procedures and talent development across the Group
Simon Page has been appointed to the role of Group Technology Director, bringing
together two strategically important and talented teams. Simon has overseen significant
improvements in his role as Technology Director for the JB Hi-Fi business since starting
in September 2015 and is well placed to deliver the technology and innovation agenda
across the Group.
Group Chief Executive Officer, Richard Murray, said “These appointments are a
testament to the talent in both businesses. Following the move to our new shared support
office we remain committed to two separate and strong brands supported by integrated
Group functions.”
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